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JERRY GLIKSMAN 
 
Aerospace Management Consultant 
(Retired as a Satellite Systems Program 
Manager)  

           
 

Since his retirement, in July 1999, Mr. Gliksman has supported over two dozen proposal 
activities for NGC on medium ($200M) to very large ($4B) system opportunities. He has also 
provided satellite engineering management support for NGC and NASA’s Marshall Space Flight 
Center and Langley Research Center.  His proposal tasks included managing a commercial 
payload offering and writing program management sections for satellite systems.  He has been 
the program planner with responsibility for development of the interdependent system 
schedules for a $1B (NASA) and a $4B (Air Force) opportunity.  The larger proposal included 
multiple satellites and a complex ground network.  NGC won both contracts.  He has also been 
the program planner for the start-up of another Air Force satellite contract. He has also been 
the principal reviewer for IMS and schedule management sections of multiple large proposal 
activities providing both critique and improvement suggestions. 
 
Prior to his retirement, Jerry Gliksman was the program manager for the ROCSAT-1 Satellite 
Program (Republic of China) which was successfully launched in January 1999.  In addition, 
Jerry Gliksman was the Operations Manager for the Space & Laser Programs Division 
responsible for overseeing progress of the Division’s space programs. 
 
From 1990 through 1995, Mr. Gliksman was manager of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite 
Program (TDRS).  During his leadership, the program successfully launched three satellites for 
the operational constellation.  NASA’s TDRS system supplies nearly continuous 
communications between low earth orbiting satellites and the earth.   
  
Mr. Gliksman has also been program manager on two other large programs which resulted in 
successful launches and on-orbit performance.  These two were the Defense Support Program 
for the Air Force and the Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) for NASA.  Mr. Gliksman was 
awarded the NASA Public Service Medal in 1992 for his GRO work. Prior to managing the DSP 
Program, Mr. Gliksman spent several years in the design and development of DSP Phases I, II, 
MOS/PIM and 5R/6R. His DSP experience also included participation in pre-ship reviews and 
anomaly resolution. DSP was awarded the prestigious Aviation Week Program Excellence 
Award Program of the Year award in 2007. 
 
Joining the GRO program in 1983 as the assistant project manager for design and 
development, Mr. Gliksman was named program manager in 1985.  Aviation Week & Space 
Technology saluted Mr. Gliksman in its “Laurels 1990” column for overcoming the technical 
challenges related to the size and mass of GRO.  The 35,000-pound spacecraft is the heaviest 
unmanned NASA spacecraft ever launched.  



 
Mr. Gliksman joined the Space Park team in 1965.  For the next 10 years, he was the lead 
structural engineer for several satellites, including the VELA Advanced Satellite Program, 
Intelsat-III, Defense Support Program Phases I and II, the Defense Satellite Communications 
System and P74-1.   
 
Mr. Gliksman received both bachelor and masters degrees in engineering from UCLA and is a 
graduate of the UCLA Executive Management Program. 
 


